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Heinz Holliger, Thomas Zehetmair, and Thomas Demenga, three long-standing ECM artists, 
team up for an exceptional recording of three works by German post-war composer Bernd 
Alois Zimmermann. Thomas Zehetmair’s fiery rendering of the violin concerto is the only 
studio production of the piece currently available. The production was realised by the WDR 
radio orchestra in Cologne – the city where the composer was raised, lived and taught at the 
Musikhochschule and where many of his works were given their premières. Zimmermann, 
hardly ten years older than the serialists such as Boulez and Stockhausen, arrived at 
Darmstadt in 1948 but kept his distance from any othodoxy, striving to integrate 
contemporary compositional methods while following his own independent, highly expressive 
musical language.  
 
In his liner notes, Michael Struck-Schloen offers a plausible biographical account for this 
approach: “Besides Church and Carnival, the formative influences on the young Bernd Alois 
Zimmermann also included National Socialism and the Second World War. At the age of 
twenty-one he was sent to Poland for war duty, and later to France and Russia. Even then he 
was severely beset by illnesses. Thereafter practically every work from his pen became a 
canto di speranza in which hope in a life worth living, in a steadfast faith capable of 
surmounting every spiritual crisis, was repeated like a mantra. It was not until his remorseless 
Ekklesiastische Aktion, completed shortly before his death by suicide on 10 August 1970, that 
even this hope vanished.”  
 
Zimmermann – according to Alex Ross “a recognizably German composer, exuding a Gothic-
Romantic aura that was foreign to his compatriots Stockhausen and Henze”– is still largely 
identified with his bleakest and most monumental works, the opera “Die Soldaten” after 
Jakob Michael Reinhold Lenz and the multimedia composition “Requiem for a Young Poet”. 
In this recording, however, he can be discovered in closer detail with three important smaller 
works for soloists and orchestra. The rhythmically energetic violin concerto (1950) which is 
partially based on twelve-tone rows and cast in three movements, was soon hailed as a model 
for a post-war solo concerto, while “Canto di Speranza” (1953/57), a one-movement cello 
concerto, acccording to Zimmermann, emphasizes monologue and introvert meditation.  
 
“Ich wandte mich…” on the other hand is Zimmermann’s last work, finished only a few days 
before his suicide in 1970. Labelled by the composer as an “ecclesiastical action”, the 35-
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minute oratorio on biblical verse and the famous parable "The Grand Inquisitor" from 
Dostoevsky’s “Brothers Karamazov” is a deeply pessimistic “performance art” work – of the 
kind that flourished in Germany’s ‘Fluxus’ scene around 1970 – involving recitation, singing, 
and both gestural and acrobatic action.  
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Under artistic directors such as Christoph von Dohnányi, Zdenek Macal, Gary Bertini and 
Semyon Bychkov the WDR Sinfonieorchester (founded in 1947) has gained an international 
reputation as an especially versatile ensemble that, next to the standard repertoire, puts a 
strong emphasis on contemporary music. The spectrum of composers who have written for 
the orchestra and had their pieces performed by it encompasses, among many others, Luciano 
Berio, Hans Werner Henze, Mauricio Kagel, Krzysztof Penderecki, Igor Stravinsky, 
Karlheinz Stockhausen and Bernd Alois Zimmermann. The production of Richard Strauss’ 
one-act opera “Daphne” was awarded an “Echo” in the category “Best Opera” in 2006.  
 
German bass-baritone, Andreas Schmidt has appeared on most major opera stages and is 
much in demand as a recitalist, concert and oratorio singer. He has recorded widely for 
different labels.  
 
The strong bond between Heinz Holliger and Thomas Zehetmair is rooted in many years of 
collaborative work. They played together on ECM recordings of Zelenka, Elliott Carter and 
Isang Yun, and Zehetmair was also a crucial contributor to Holliger’s Lieder ohne Worte 
recording of 1996. Holliger’s violin concerto with Zehetmair as soloist was released in June 
2004 to great critical acclaim, followed by his sensational rendering of the complete Ysaÿe-
sonatas for unaccompanied violin. Zehetmair has often played under Holliger’s baton and 
they made much-lauded recordings of the Berg and Janáček recordings for Teldec.  
 
For many years Heinz Holliger’s phenomenal abilities as an oboist and his repute as a 
conductor overshadowed his innovative excellence as a composer. ECM New Series changed 
this with essential recordings of his music including the Scardenelli-Zyklus, Alb-Cher/Beiseit, 
Lieder ohne Worte and the opera Schneewittchen (listed as an album of the year in the BBC 
Music Magazine, and receiving also the Jury Prize 1/2001 of the German Record Critics).  
 
Thomas Demenga’s cycle of the complete suites for unaccompanied cello by Bach in 
unusual combinations with contemporary chamber music by composers such as Holliger, 
Carter, Veress, Zimmermann and others has met with much critical acclaim. The Swiss cellist 
who has been recording for ECM since 1980 can be heard on 16 albums; both as an 
interpreter and composer he is deeply committed to new music and also addresses 
improvisation in his performances.  
 
CD-package includes 28-page illustrated booklet with an essay by Michael Struck-Schloen in 
English and German.  
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